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.zip„ .zip A: The answer from @JoeyDNelson is completely correct, but this is a bit
too coarse for me: Try to check the OSX version using the HoRNet manual, maybe
there is a fix already in the HoRNet.Plugin.Bundle.Win.MacOSX.dll. The final
solution for me was to reinstall the HoRNet Plugin Bundle because I had a bad file
in the plugin pack. In case that you have the same problem reinstall it. Open the
HoRNet Plugin Bundle Manager, remove all HoRNet Plugin Bundles from there, go
to the HoRNet Folder and extract the HoRNet Folder again. When done simply add
all HoRNet Plugin Bundles from the HoRNet Plugin Bundle Manager to the
HoRNet folder, after that you can install/update the HoRNet Plugin Bundle
Manager. To delete the HoRNet Plugin Bundle Manager from the Control Panel go
to System Preferences in the Apple menu, click the Apple logo on the top left and
then click the shortcut shown below. Then uncheck the HoRNet Plugin Bundle
Manager and check the other plugins which are shown in the HoRNet Plugin Bundle
Manager. After you have everything working again simply remove the HoRNet
Plugin Bundle Manager from the control panel: Then go to the HoRNet Folder and
delete the HoRNet Folder. Afterwards add the HoRNet folder back, run the
HoRNet Manager and install/update HoRNet Plugin Bundles. You can find more
information about the HoRNet Plugin Bundle Manager in the manual of the
HoRNet Plugin Bundle Manager in the Installing Manuals section. d4474df7b8
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